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The Mountain War Isaak Barasch 2022-01-30 The diary Dr Isaak Barasch kept while serving in the AustroHungarian army on the Italian front during the First World War gives the reader a remarkable insight into
the conflict and into the man himself. Few personal accounts of service on the Italian front have been
published in English and diaries from the Habsburg side are rarer still, so his writing is exceptional. He doesn’t
record military actions and manoeuvres in detail, but concentrates on his own reflections and feelings as he
coped with the sick and wounded on the front line. He is often angry with the army and the war, but never
expresses jingoistic hatred of the enemy. His indignation is directed at superiors, at commanders and politicians
who know nothing of the terror of the fighting. When reproached for being too sensitive and insufficiently
hardened, he noted that his biggest worry was how to remain untouched – how to retain his humanity.
Eventually Barasch’s sensitivity – and his resistance to authority – led to his being placed in a psychiatric
hospital, and he died during the influenza pandemic of 1918. But his unique account has been preserved and is
now available in English for the first time. It is engrossing reading. It shows one man’s honest, often emotional
response to the experience of the war on the Italian front and offers a very rare inside view of life in the
Austro-Hungarian army.
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A Selection of Hymns and Poetry for the use of infant schools and nurseries ... Prepared at the request of the
Committee of the Home and Colonial Infant School Society. Second edition, enlarged, etc 1840
The Lost Civil War Diaries Timothy J. Regan 2003 Now after 141 years, these diaries originally compiled in
two manuscripts, are being published for the first time unedited and in thier entirety. Rarely are any new
discoveries made of the written material on the American Civil War and this may be the last major find of
Civil War period literature.

Index to Kindergarten Songs Including Singing Games and Folk Songs Margery Closey Quigley 1914
Salvation army songs, compiled by general Booth William Booth 1899
Good as Gold Hymn Book Robert Lowry 1881

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1942
Baker's Humorous Speaker George Melville Baker 1887
A Muddy Trench: Sniper's Bullet Jacquie Buttriss 2018-11-30 The recent discovery of a wooden chest,
unopened for 100 years revealed a treasure trove of eloquent trench diaries, letters and poetry. The author was
Hamish Mann, a young Black Watch subaltern killed in France in 1917 just five days after his 21st
birthday.Thanks to Manns outstanding literary gifts and prodigious output, this book re-lives his fateful
journey from the declaration of war, his voluntary work at a military hospital, his training and commission
and, finally, his service with 8th Black Watch on the Somme.The daily hardship and trauma he experienced at
the Front were shared with countless thousands of his comrades. But Hamishs extraordinary gift was his
ability to record the traumatic events and the range of his emotions, writing often in his dug-out by the light
of a guttering candle.A century on, thanks to the Familys discovery and Jacquie Buttrisss sensitive
commentary, Hamishs tragically short life can be celebrated and his literary legacy given the recognition it so
richly deserves.
The First Flag 1917
School Education 1900
Practical Selections from Twenty Years of Normal Instructor and Primary Plans Grace B. Faxon 1912

The Soldier's Pocket-book for Field Service Garnet Wolseley Wolseley (Viscount) 1874
A Literary History of the Low Countries Theo Hermans 2009 No description available.
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Bonfire Night in Lewes Brian W Pugh 2011-10-05 A fascinating collection of historical articles charting the
history of bonfire in Lewes from 1813 to the modern day. Plus a Time Line of relevant dates from 1555 to
2009, Bonfire Society Information and a complete list of the winners of the Pioneer Cup & Points Cup of the
Lewes Bonfire Council Fancy Dress Competition.

A Selection of Hymns and Poetry, for the use of infant and juvenile schools and families ... Prepared at the
request of the Committee of the Home and Colonial School Society. Sixth edition, enlarged, etc 1857
The Bible School Hymnal Isaac Hickman Meredith 1907
Shrewsbury in the Great War Dorothy Nicolle 2015-01-30 Wars are not just about the people who fight. Those
who wait at home suffer too. This book gives an insight into how the people of Shrewsbury lived through
those years. ??Chapters describe the arrival in the town of Belgian refugees and, not long afterwards, of
prisoners of war and the reaction of the local people to them all; the enlistment and later conscription of men
and the tribunals held to consider the applications of those who wanted to avoid being called up; the
establishment of hospitals in local houses for the treatment of the war wounded; and finally the raising of
subscriptions for memorials to those who had been killed.??Throughout this period most people tried to live as
normal a life as possible, despite the absence of so many of their menfolk. They had to cope with food shortages
and new laws that restricted so many aspects of their lives. Alongside this they lived with the constant dread
of news from the front.
Pratt Institute Monthly 1897

The National Magazine 1918
The Spirit of Missions 1867 Includes the proceedings of the annual meeting of the Society.
A Civilian's Guide to the U.S. Military Barbara Schading 2006-12-08 Attention! Learn more about your military
now! Does a corporal have to salute a lieutenant or is it the other way around? What are forward-deployed
units? Is an "armored cow" a type of tank or something soldiers eat? Are Polaris missiles dropped from the air
or launched from a submarine? If someone calls you a "Cat 4" should you be honored or offended? Do you feel
lost when it comes to all things military? Sure, you hear things on the news and maybe you know someone
who is in the military, but you probably have a hard time fully grasping the acronyms, equipment, and
protocol they discuss. That's where A Civilian's Guide to the U.S. Military can help. Author Barbara Schading
decodes all things military for you. She discusses each branch—Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, and the Coast
Guard—in simple terms you can understand. You'll get the background information, an easy-to-read chart
showing rank and insignia, and an explanation of the organization of each branch. In addition, the book has
extensive glossaries that cover terms, acronyms, slang, and equipment. You'll find an entire chapter that
covers special operations forces like the Green Berets, Force Recons, Army Rangers, and more. You'll learn
about their specific training, missions, and history. The book also covers other important aspects of the military
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like: • flag and saluting etiquette • military funerals • the Tombs of the Unknown • the American Legion,
USO, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and other groups • military law • military academies • medals and decorations
• official military music • an explanation of the Geneva Convention • and a list of resources to help you find
more information So the next time you read the paper or talk with a new recruit, you don't have to feel lost.
Become a knowledgeable civilian with the help of A Civilian's Guide to the U.S. Military.
The Only Way Was Essex Spike Mays 2013-02-14 In a remote corner of rural Essex, when ploughs were
drawn by heavy horses and children walked shoeless to school, young Spike Mays lived with his family in a
two-up, two-down cottage, where there was no electricity, no bathroom, no running water and just a shared
privy in the back yard. Beset by poverty, this was an England in the shadow of the Great War. In this
bittersweet memoir Mays recreates the village, its travelling parson, local poacher and even the local
drunkard. And in the bustling backstairs world of the squire's house where Spike served his apprenticeship
we see a more privileged side to life. This warm and nostalgic portrait of a very different Essex opens a door to
a distant past.
Boston Musical Gazette 1838
War Libraries and Allied Studies Theodore Wesley Koch 1918
A Course in Physical Education for the Schools of Oregon Oregon. Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction 1922
Primary Plans 1909

The Forgotten Soldier Guy Sajer 2011-11 This book recountsthe horror of World War II on the eastern front, as
seen through the eyes of a teenaged German soldier. At first an exciting adventure, young Guy Sajer's war
becomes, as the German invasion falters in the icy vastness of the Ukraine, a simple, desperate struggle for
survival against cold, hunger, and above all the terrifying Soviet artillery. As a member of the elite Gross
Deutschland Division, he fought in all the great battles from Kursk to Kharkov. His German footsoldier's
perspective makes The Forgotten Soldier a unique war memoir, the book that the Christian Science Monitor
said "may well be the book about World War II which has been so long awaited." Now it has been handsomely
republished as a hardcover containing fifty rare German combat photos of life and death at the eastern front.
The photos of troops battling through snow, mud, burned villages, and rubble-strewn cities depict the
hardships and destructiveness of war. Many are originally from the private collections of German soldiers and
have never been published before. This volume is a deluxe edition of a true classic.
The Standard Reference Work Harold Melvin Stanford 1920
White War, Black Soldiers Bakary Diallo 2021-02-24 Strength and Goodness (Force-Bonté) by Bakary Diallo is
one of the only memoirs of World War I ever written or published by an African. It remains a pioneering
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work of African literature as well as a unique and invaluable historical document about colonialism and Africa’s
role in the Great War. Lamine Senghor’s The Rape of a Country (La Violation d’un pays) is another pioneering
French work by a Senegalese veteran of World War I, but one that offers a stark contrast to Strength and
Goodness. Both are made available for the first time in English in this edition, complete with a glossary of
terms and a general historical introduction. The centennial of World War I is an ideal moment to present
Strength and Goodness and The Rape of a Country to a wider, English-reading public. Until recently, Africa's
role in the war has been neglected by historians and largely forgotten by the general public. Euro-centric
versions of the war still predominate in popular culture, Many historians, however, now insist that African
participation in the 1914-18 War is a large part of what made that conflict a world war.
Methodist Magazine 1895

The Texaco Star 1916
Teachers Magazine 1911
A Biafran Odyssey Chidi Giniji 2005-03 At the turn of the year, 1966, Nigeria was thrown into an awful
turmoil by a military coup that exacerbated the existing but cryptic ethnic resentments, precipitating the
hostile environments, which necessitated the secession of Biafra, and a year later, ushered in a bloody threeyear-war! A Biafran Odyssey is the story of a Biafran youngster, Chidi, who, convinced about the unequivocal
legitimacy of Biafra's claim to self-determination, left home to join the army, but returned two years later, at
the end of the war, with many unanswered questions and a sobering notion about his world. Chidi tells his
story of Biafra, the way it was never told, featuring the emotional vagaries to which his comrades and himself
were subjected to; their woes, their cries and, ironically, their laughs too, revealing some of the weird aspects
of one of the most brutal ethnic conflicts of post- colonial Africa. With short poems and love scenes like the
short-lived affair between himself and Bernadette, Chidi portrays, without being too salacious, albeit unique
with African stories, some of the discomfits of transforming from adolescent into adulthood on a fast lane.
In the Defences of Washington Stephen F. Blanding 1889
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